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wrong course drown out the lem-
mings.

Three hundred years ago Central
Europe was overrun by armies and
camp followers until gibbets and
graves were robbed to afford meat in
many localities.

"Glorious war" makes famine and
pestilence, as the wolves and many
other animals followed and ate the
lemmings. A gospel of hate will suc-
ceed only as the "Tasmanian devil,"
with its senseless fury, compels its
extermination.

"National efficiency" may subor-
dinate everything to a definite end,
such as revenge or conquest decades
ahead, and fallible human nature is
sure to overlook what in the end may
defeat the best prepared army schem-
ers. S. V. C.

CAPITAL PRODUCES. A. E. M.
fails to deny that the loom produces
the weaving over and above what the
weaver makes by simpler processes.
Watch a nail machine dropping com-
plete nails with no attention, except
to put in new material; then deny
that capital produces. Says A. E. M.:
"One hundred use-valu- es have been
produced, containing the same value
that the five formerly contained." If
the price is reduced to a twentieth
cannot laborers buy more easily, and
has not capital benefited labor? And
what reduced the price to

Nothing but that hateful
thing, competition, which "presup-
poses competition of laborers in the
sale of their labor power." . Yet cap-

ital reduces cost to the laborer and
nothing else, evidently, in this case.

Max Man is informed that the vote
for single tax was 87,000 in Missouri,
about 280,000 in California, also a
good number in Colorado and Wash-
ington. He can get the figures from
the Joseph Fels Fund of America,
Cincinnati, O. I cannot tell all about
how single taxers broke into con
gress. My idea was'to correct Max's
assertion that single tax is a back
number while Socialism is Hourish- -

T ing. He might get information which
ne seems to need, from his comrade,
J. Stitt Wilson, a California Socialist,
who is working hard for single tax.
Work for equal rights and less for a
class, please, Max. C. F. Hunt
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NO FRIVOLING FOR HELEN TAFT

AT YALE
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HEL.ESN'.TAFT
Society called the former daughter

of the white house, but she couldn't
hear it She has forsaken social Hf

completely to take a course of liter-
ature and history in Yale graduate
school. For the next three veara
the girl who has the social prestige
to place her on societv's ton crust will
put frivols aside and play the role of
"college grind."
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